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Research on environmental and genetic pathways to complex traits such as educational attainment (EA) is
confounded by uncertainty over whether correlations reflect effects of transmitted parental genes, causal
family environments, or some, possibly interactive, mixture of both. Thus, an aggregate of thousands of
alleles associated with EA (a polygenic risk score; PRS) may tap parental behaviors and home environments
promoting EA in the offspring. New methods for unpicking and determining these causal pathways are
required. Here, we utilize the fact that parents pass, at random, 50% of their genome to a given offspring
to create independent scores for the transmitted alleles (conventional EA PRS) and a parental score based
on alleles not transmitted to the offspring (EA VP_PRS). The formal effect of non-transmitted alleles on
offspring attainment was tested in 2,333 genotyped twins for whom high-quality measures of EA, assessed
at age 17 years, were available, and whose parents were also genotyped. Four key findings were observed.
First, the EA PRS and EA VP_PRS were empirically independent, validating the virtual-parent design. Sec-
ond, in this family-based design, children’s own EA PRS significantly predicted their EA (β = 0.15), ruling
out stratification confounds as a cause of the association of attainment with the EA PRS. Third, parental
EA PRS predicted the SES environment parents provided to offspring (β = 0.20), and parental SES and off-
spring EA were significantly associated (β = 0.33). This would suggest that the EA PRS is at least as strongly
linked to social competence as it is to EA, leading to higher attained SES in parents and, therefore, a higher
experienced SES for children. In a full structural equation model taking account of family genetic related-
ness across multiple siblings the non-transmitted allele effects were estimated at similar values; but, in this
more complex model, confidence intervals included zero. A test using the forthcoming EA3 PRS may clar-
ify this outcome. The virtual-parent method may be applied to clarify causality in other phenotypes where
observational evidence suggests parenting may moderate expression of other outcomes, for instance in
psychiatry.
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Home environments and socioeconomic status (SES) corre-
late moderately with offspring educational attainment (EA)
(r ∼ 0.3; Duncan et al., 2011). However, as parents both
transmit genes and create environments for offspring, these
correlations are confounded.Measured environments, such
as exposure to books or language in the home that are cor-
related with attainment (Martin et al., 2009) may, there-
fore, not be causal (cultural transmission), and instead re-
flect passive gene-environment correlation (Puglisi et al.,

2017). This confounding can take on complex, evocative
forms such that environments too are heritable, either due
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to passive parental creation of the environment, or active
evocation of the environment by offspring (Plomin, 1994).
Here, we utilize recent advances in genetics in the form
of polygenic risk scores (PRS) for EA, combined with the
well-known process of meiosis in which each parent passes
a random 50% of their genome to an offspring (with 50%
un-transmitted). This allowed use of the pseudo-control
method (Cordell et al., 2004) to create polygenic scores for
parents consisting only of EA-associated alleles they did not
transmit to their offspring (Howey, 2014), a parental control
EA2 risk score: PC_EA PRS. This PC_EA PRS was used in
a sample 2,333 genotyped twins and their parents to test for
evidence of parenting effects by testing the effect of non-
transmitted parental alleles on a high-quality measure of
offspring EA, un-confounded by offspring genetics.

Below, we briefly describe the causal ambiguity of
observational data, the development of PRS, and the
pseudo-control method utilized here to create independent
genetic scores for parents and offspring. Following this,
we test hypotheses regarding how parenting competence,
SES niche-construction, and children’s genetic potentials
impact on EA.

Background
Correlations between parenting and outcomes such as off-
spring EA are ubiquitous. However, as parents transmit
genes and create environments for offspring (Neale & Car-
don, 1992), these correlations are confounded. Even factors
often favored on intuitive grounds as causes of cognitive
development — such as complexity and number of words
spoken in the home environment — may not be causal.
For instance, Puglisi et al. (2017) conducted a longitudinal
study of children at risk for reading disorder and found that
while variation in the home literacy environment was a sig-
nificant predictor of children’s reading and language skills,
controlling for maternal language ability removed this ef-
fect. While mothers with better language and phonological
skills had children with higher reading and language skills,
and did predict such factors as storybook exposure, factors
such as storybook exposure were not significant predictors
of offspring reading ability. By contrast, the study found
that direct literacy training (such as phonics) did indepen-
dently predict acquired reading skill, but was unrelated to
maternal language ability. This example exemplifies both
the possibility of intervention and the risks of confounding
leading to incorrect research conclusions. It also indicates
that effects on child outcomes may reach beyond genetic
transmission from parents to include factors such as liter-
acy training. These are not direct consequences of parental
ability, but are instead factors under at least partial parental
control and involve constructing niches for children that
include such effective interventions. In this way, they re-
flect effective parenting competence. This competence may
both play an important causal role and itself be heritable.

In such cases, not only are genetics transmitted to the child,
but their relevant environment, too, is heritable.

The Molecular Era of Research and
Polygenic Risk Scores
By contrast, the support for genetic transmission effects is
much less controversial. Since the 1970s, a wealth of behav-
ior genetic studies have supported a large role of genetics as
a cause of differences in EA (Krapohl et al., 2014; Martin &
Martin, 1975). This same evidence base also suggests that
attainment is a result not only of a mixture of environmen-
tal and genetic influences (Plomin & Loehlin, 1989), but
that environments can moderate genetic effects (Tucker-
Drob & Bates, 2016). Building on these results, large con-
sortia have been assembled to test for average risk factors
in the genome, with initial successes in psychiatric disor-
der (International Schizophrenia Consortium et al., 2009)
and now in studies of EA (Cesarini & Visscher, 2017; Ok-
bay et al., 2016; Rietveld et al., 2013).

Based on the hypothesis that most traits are highly poly-
genic, that is, that much of the behavioral variation relates
to markers of very small effect, each of which in aggre-
gate contribute to an overall polygenic risk, it was recog-
nized that detection of this risk required sample size or-
ders ofmagnitude greater than previously collected— from
around half a million to several million individuals (Zhang
et al., 2017). At scale, thesemolecular genetic methods have
identified over 100 gene variants affecting educational out-
comes (Okbay et al., 2016) and intelligence (Sniekers et al.,
2017). In such samples, markers from an initial large GWAS
are ranked according to their support for association, and
this set of markers is tested for prediction in an indepen-
dent replication sample. For any given individual, the PRS
is simply the weighted sum of their genetic state at each
of many hundreds of alleles associated with the trait (but
often weighted by effect size). Such studies have validated
twin study results and allowed use of independent samples
to establishing shared polygenic risk by testing for genetic
correlationswith other conditions (Kendler, 2016) andnon-
behavioral measures, such as brain volumes (Franke et al.,
2016), as well as allowing tests of G × E interactions using
molecular markers in studies of unrelated individuals (Bel-
sky et al., 2016).

Applied to education, PRS scores account for around
10% of variance in years of education, based purely on ge-
netic associations (Okbay et al., 2016). It is this EA PRS
that we utilized in the present study. The EA PRS has been
replicated in samples not used in the original discovery, and
these suggest EA2 is related to parental SES (i.e., higher EA2
scores in children are associated with higher parental SES;
Selzam et al., 2017), as well as (using an earlier, weaker PRS)
with high attained SES in offspring (Belsky et al., 2016). In-
terestingly, Selzam et al. (2017) reported that the EA PRS
was associated more strongly with the SES of children’s
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parents (R2 = 7%) than it was with the children’s cognitive
ability (R2 = 3.5%).

This association of higher parental SES with higher EA
scores in their children is compatible with at least two in-
terpretations. The association may reflect effects of parents’
genes, which both influence their attainment of higher SES
and which, when passed on to their offspring, influence
their children’s higher attainment (rather than this resulting
from the parentally created SES). Alternatively, the environ-
mental niche created by the parents— housing, wealth, and
prestige amongmany other factors (Galobardes et al., 2006)
—may foster offspring EA via environmental routes, either
independent of the genes transmitted to children (passive G
×E covariation), or in interactionwith these geneswhereby
active G× E covariation is created; for instance, when chil-
dren geared to learn evoke additional support from parents,
or where the presence of learning opportunities are capital-
ized upon more strongly by offspring with higher EA PR
scores (Bronfenbrenner & Ceci, 1994; Rowe, 2001; Scarr &
McCartney, 1983).

Disentangling Causal Effects of Offspring
Genetics From Parent Genetics
The need to disentangle different forms of transmission and
methods to enable such disentanglement has been central
to the work of behavior geneticists seeking to understand
family and cultural effects (Eaves et al., 2014). This seminal
work proposed statistical controls to disentangle transmis-
sion via parent behavior and parent genetics. These designs
require the ability to randomize parent geneticswith respect
to offspring, the classic example being an adoption design.
In the conventional adoption design; however, factors such
as large sample sizes, random entrance to the study and,
most importantly, random allocation of children to adopt-
ing homes (Loehlin, 2000) are seldom possible (Plomin &
Loehlin, 1989). Instead, our study uses polygenic scores as-
sociated with education attainment, along with the basic bi-
ological mechanism of meiosis in which parental gametes
(egg and sperm) each contain only a haploid copy of the
parental genome to their offspring, with these halves being
combined to form the offspring zygote to create a ‘virtual
parent’ design.

Independent Assortment and
Independence of Transmitted and
Non-Transmitted PRS
Mendel’s second law, the ‘law of independent assortment’,
reflects the fact that gamete formation results in a halving
of the chromosomal complement, with alleles having a 50%
chance of being transmitted to the gamete. Researchers in
genetic epidemiology capitalized on this independent as-
sortment to create the concept of a ‘pseudo-control’, con-
sisting of non-transmitted parental alleles. Pseudo controls

have been widely used in the study of gene-environment
interactions and parent-of-origin effects among factors
(Cordell et al., 2004), and software such as PseudoCons
(Howey, 2014) exists to readily generate these pseudo-
control genomes. Importantly, whereas offspring and par-
ent genotypes share 50% of their DNA, the offspring geno-
type and pseudo-con or non-transmitted genotype are
uncorrelated. Moreover, this pseudo-control genotype,
consisting of the non-transmitted parental alleles, can itself
be scored using PRS, leading to the creation of uncorrelated
offspring- and non-transmitted parental risk scores.

In the present method, two PRS are formed: one for the
offspring, consisting of the EA-associated alleles they have
inherited (EAPRS) and a second parental-control risk score
(PC_EA PRS) consisting of the EA-associated alleles in the
parental genomes that were not passed on to their offspring.
Here, we use these two independent scores to address the
following question: To what extent do non-transmitted ge-
netic variants in parents create environments influencing
the attainment of their offspring?

To implement this design, we used a high-quality mea-
sure of attainment and the well-validated PRS for EA (Ok-
bay et al., 2016), assessed in 2,335 offspring and their 2,145
parents where both offspring and both parents had been
genotyped, and SES recorded for parents, along with amea-
sure of highest educational outcome and a comprehensive
seven-hour assessment of EA (terminal high-school core-
skills scores) undertaken by the offspring. This allowed
computing both the conventional PRS for EA, parental
pseudo-control PC_EA PRS, with measured SES and edu-
cational outcomes. These data allowed us to test the follow-
ing four hypotheses:

1. That children’s EA PRS is significantly associated with
their attainment.

2. That parents’ EA PRS is associated with the SES they
attain.

3. That parent SES is associated with offspring EA.
4. That offspring EA is associated with non-transmitted

parental EA PRS, reflecting cultural transmission via
creation of EA-linked environments.

Methods
Subjects

The sample consisted of all 2,335 children and their geno-
typed parents available within the Brisbane Adolescent
Twin Study (Wright &Martin, 2004) for whomEAdata and
genotype data were available, along with genotype and SES
data for their parents: 1,333 mothers (mean age at testing of
twins, 17.15 years, SD = 0.39) and 1,002 fathers (mean age
at test 17.2 years, SD = 0.41). Exclusion criteria for entry
to the cohort were significant head injury, neurological, or
psychiatric illness, substance dependence, or chronic use of
medications with central nervous system effects. Subjects
were genotyped on the 610K Illumina genome-wide SNP
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platform (Medland et al., 2009). The study was approved by
theHumanResearch Ethics Committee at QIMRBerghofer
Medical Research Institute.

Phenotypic Measures

The Queensland Core Skills Test (QCST; Queensland Stud-
ies Authority, 2003) is a seven-hour comprehensive assess-
ment of EA taken over two consecutive days and sat by
most (∼85%) Queensland school-leavers in their final year
of schooling, typically aged 17. It is used in high-stakes
outcomes, such as selection for entry into tertiary educa-
tion. As such, it was designed specifically to assess gen-
eral scholastically acquired higher-order skills and provides
a global index of academic achievement across a very di-
verse range of skills, including mathematical problem solv-
ing, comprehension and explanation, interpretation (e.g.,
cartoons, photographs, and flow charts), grasp of scientific
methodology, reading graphs, spelling and basic calcula-
tions, understanding spatial and mechanical relationships,
and producing written prose, as well as creative ability and
presentational skills (Queensland Studies Authority, 2003).
TheQCST examdiffers from year to year, and to allow anal-
ysis, scoreswere standardized using themeans and standard
deviation of the entire Queensland sample within each year.
In previous work using this sample, and taking advantage
of the twin design, we have shown QCST scores to have a
heritability of 0.76 (from bivariate twinmodeling) and with
genetic correlations withmeasures of cognitive ability rang-
ing from 0.64 to 0.91 depending on the specific cognitive
test (Wainwright et al., 2005).

SES was assessed using the Australian Socioeconomic
Index 2006 (AUSEI06) occupational status scale (McMillan
et al., 2009). Where an individual’s occupation was outside
the current definitions of the labor force (e.g., housewife,
unemployed), their partner’s occupation was used to deter-
mine their SES. In the case where occupation information
could not be ascertained, then an occupational score, based
on years of education completed, was imputed.

Forming Polygenic Risk Scores for Educational Attain-
ment in Offspring and Parents

For parents, the PseudoCons application (Howey, 2014)was
used to create non-transmitted parental genomes. This pro-
gram creates a control parent genome consisting only of
those genetic variants that are not present in the offspring,
a pseudo-control (Cordell et al., 2004).

PRS for EA2 were calculated in the conventional man-
ner using the LDpred application (Vilhjalmsson et al., 2015)
using SNP effect sizes from 100% of SNPs in the second
EA GWAS (Okbay et al., 2016), recomputed leaving out
the BATS sample (which formed part of the original EA2
project), and using European population LD information
from the 1,000 Genomes reference set. Polygenic scores
were standardized to have mean of zero and a standard de-

viation of 1. EA2 PRS were computed for the offspring and
parental pseudo-control genomes in the same way.

Results
As an initial validity check, the independence of the non-
transmitted and transmitted EA polygenic scores was ver-
ified using a linear model. The association did not differ
significantly from zero, β = 0.01 (95% CI [-0.04, 0.05]),
t = 0.31, p = .755 (see Figure 1). EA is, of course, highly
heritable creating a large non-independence in attainment
nested within families, χ²(1) = 242.69, p < .0001, ICC =
0.57, so family ID and zygosity were entered as random
variables in all models. Thus, models that fail to account
for these covariances among the subjects will not be able to
distinguish genuine parental-gene effects from confound-
ing due to assortative mating and other factors. Two mod-
eling approaches were used to control for this nesting and
patterns of gene and environment sharing. In our initial
analyses, we used a multilevel framework, using the linear
mixed-effects (lme) function from the nlme package (Pin-
heiro et al., 2017). In addition, we tested the core hypoth-
esis in a structural equation model, where we were able to
model the full nesting within families via a multigroup ap-
proach, and also include genetic associations among twins
and siblings. For instance, the non-transmitted EA2 PRS of
oneDZ twin,while uncorrelatedwith their own transmitted
EA2 PRS, has expected correlations of 0.5 with the trans-
mitted EA2 PRS of their co-twin and other siblings. Multi-
level model results with nesting in family and zygosity are
presented first.

1. Are children’s EA polygenic scores associated with
their EA?We first tested the prediction that in this family-
control design, children with higher EA PRS would score
higher on the QCST. This was confirmed in a multilevel
model with QCST scores as the dependent variable and off-
spring EA PRS score as the predictor, controlling for age
at which the QCST was taken, sex, and parental SES. Off-
spring EA PRS was a highly significant predictor of off-
spring QCST, β = 0.15 (95% CI [0.09, 0.21]), χ²(1) = 17.8,
p = < .001: AIC = 1,736.797 (see Figure 2, panel A). This
confirmed that EAPRSwas associatedwith EA and that this
association was not due to stratification or other artifacts of
gene frequency, which are controlled in this within-family
design.

2. Are parents’ EA PRS associated with the SES they
attain and provide to offspring? We next tested whether
parents’ own EA PR scores were positively associated with
their own SES. In a linearmodel,mean parental EAPRSwas
a highly significant predictor of parental SES, F(1, 1,245) =
52.55, p= 7.32*10−13, with a standardized β= 0.20 (95%CI
[0.15, 0.26]). This association indicates a significant effect of
parents’ EA PRS on their own SES.

3. Are parental SES and offspring EA associated? As
shown in Figure 3, in the samemodel, SES was also a highly
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FIGURE 1
(Colour online) Validating the independence of the parental non-transmitted EA PRS (x-axis) and children’s EA PRS (y-axis).
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FIGURE 2
(Colour online) Plot of measured EA (Queensland Core-Skills Test scores) on the y-axis, predicted by, in panel A, offspring polygenic risk
scores for educational attainment (EA PRS) and, in panel B, parental control (non-transmitted allele) EA polygenic risk scores (PC_EA
PRS).
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FIGURE 3
(Colour online) Parental measured SES as a predictor of offspring educational outcomes (Queensland Core Skills Test).

significant predictor of QCST, β = 0.33 [0.27, 0.4], t(647)=
10.21, p < .001. Because G × SES interactions have been
reported in which SES moderates the impact of genetic dif-
ferences on attained cognitive ability (Tucker-Drob&Bates,
2016), we next tested whether offspring genetic potential
(EA PRS) interacted with SES in predicting QCST scores.
This was tested by adding an EA PRS × SES interaction
term to themodel. This termwas not significant andwas es-
timated at zero, β = -0.001 (95% CI [-0.004, 0.002]), t(594)
= -0.754, p = .451, suggesting that in this sample there was
no evidence for SES moderating the impact of EA2 PRS on
EA (see Figure 4).

4. Are parents’ EA PRS alleles associated with higher
offspring EA, even when not transmitted to their chil-
dren? Finally, we moved to our core hypothesis in the
present paper: testing for evidence that EA2 PRS has its
effects on EA, at least in part, via a parenting pheno-
type. Evidence for such a trait would be found if alle-
les contributing to the EA PRS and present in the par-
ents, but not transmitted to their offspring are associated
with higher offspring EA, despite not being transmitted
across the generations. This would constitute support for
a parental-competence phenotype impacting offspring EA,
un-confounded by parent–offspring genetic relatedness.

This hypothesis was tested using a multilevel model
with QCST as the dependent variable, with sex, age-at-

test, children’s own EA PRS and, finally, parental scores for
their non-transmitted alleles (PC_EA PRS) as predictors.
As shown in Figure 2, panel B, non-transmitted parental
EA-alleles had a significant effect, F(1, 606) = 4.245, p =
.0397, β = 0.058 (95% CI [0.003, 0.114]): approximately
38% of the effect size of children’s own EA PRS. To test
the idea that effects of parental competence are expressed
via SES formation, we next tested the hypothesis that the
PC_EA PRS effect would be removed by controlling for
parental SES. This hypothesis was confirmed: the effect size
of non-transmitted alleles dropped to zero, β = 0.01 (95%
CI [-0.04, 0.07]), and was no longer significant, F(1, 594) =
0.011, p = .917.

Flynn (2016) recently formulated a G × SES model in
which home environments superior to a child’s own genetic
tendency tend to raise attainment, while for children with
higher genetic potential, home environments are typically
lower than their potential, and in most cases therefore re-
tard their development relative to their potential.We exam-
ined evidence for this effect in the present sample by test-
ing the significance of an interaction between EA PRS and
PC_EA PRS as an index of disparity between parent and
child potential. No support was found, however, for this
predicted interaction, F(1, 605) = 0.339, p = .561, which
was estimated at near zero, β = 0.003 (95% CI [-0.052,
0.057]).
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FIGURE 4
(Colour online) Plot of PRS × SES interaction for predicted educational attainment for low (left), medium (middle), and high (right) SES.

Structural Equation Model-Based Testing

The results of the multilevel models suggested that while
no predicted G × E effects emerged, there was support
for effects of non-transmitted parental polygenic scores
on offspring EA. These models controlled for nesting in
family and zygosity in the data and, empirically, the non-
transmitted and transmitted scores were shown to be in-
dependent (see Figure 1). These models do not, however,
capture the full, complex familial structure of genetic re-
latedness for the transmitted and non-transmitted scores
among the different classes of twins and their sibs. To do
this, we next reproduced the final results in a structural
model capturing these sources of covariance including the
expectation of a 0.5 correlation of parents’ non-transmitted
PRS for a child with the transmitted PRS for their sibs. We
also included the known complete sharing of transmitted
and non-transmitted scores for MZ twin members. Finally,
the residual QCST covariance was included in the model
(see Figure 5). This model yielded a similar estimate of the
transmitted EA PRS effect (0.167) and a similarly ratio of
non-transmitted effects (0.062, or approximately 1/3 the
size). The latter effect was, however, non-significant in this
model, with its manymore degrees of freedom expended in
modeling the covariance of family structure.

This work was begun in August of 2016 (with ethics per-
mission) completed in June of 2017. Given the value of in-
creased power, we decided to await the imminent release of
EA3 and publish the results of the identical analyses with an
enhanced genetic predictor. However, delays in the publica-
tion and release of EA3 and the publication of a test of the
same idea by independent researchers (Kong et al., 2018)

leads us to publish this version now, with analyses to be re-
run when EA3 results are available.

Discussion
By using a method capable of separating genetic transmis-
sion from purely environmental influence, we untangled
otherwise confounded G × E covariation. This revealed a
parenting genotype causing higher EA in offspring inde-
pendent of offspring genetic propensity. The results show
that, in part, what molecular genetic research into EA has
captured is behavior present in parents that forms an en-
vironmental inheritance for children, operating in addition
to their genetic inheritance and impacting their attainment.
The results thus demonstrate that, in part, offspring cultural
and cognitive development results from genes operating in
parents.

Our four hypotheses and the results were as follows.
We hypothesized that parent SES would associate with off-
spring attainment and that, in this family-based sample,
children’s EA PRS would remain associated with their mea-
sured EA. These initial hypotheses were confirmed. We
then hypothesized that parental EA PRSs would be sig-
nificantly positively associated with the SES parents’ at-
tainment and which therefore is available to their chil-
dren. This was supported also (see Figure 3). Finally, we
hypothesized that children’s EA would reflect in part the
effects of a heritable phenotype for parenting, reflected
in significant effects of PC_EA PRS. This effect of non-
transmitted alleles on offspring EA was also supported. Fi-
nally, supporting the idea that this association is realized
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FIGURE 5
Structural model testing the relationship of non-transmitted and transmitted EA2 PRS to attained EA. Shown for DZ twins. β2 is the key
parameter tested: the effect of EA2 SNPs not transmitted to offspring. Full model includes additional sibs and MZ twin-family group.

in parental SES, this effect was abolished when controlling
for SES.

The confirmation that the association of EAPRSwith EA
is replicable in a family design further bolsters the validity of
this indicator. The finding that parents’ EA PRS was linked
to their own attained SES (see Figure 3) extends the finding
that offspring EA2 scores are associated with parental SES
(Selzam et al., 2017) to show that parental genotypes them-
selves are associated with SES. It thus significantly broadens
the phenotype associated with EA PRS. As education raises
SES, one plausible route for this association would be via
EA PRS impacting their own EAs (unmeasured here). Al-
ternatively, the EA PRS may be an SES niche-creation phe-
notype distinct from competencies required for education
per se.

The finding that parent SES was significantly associated
with offspring EA confirms that even in a cultural con-
text where G × SES interactions for IQ are non-significant
(Bates et al., 2016), SES is still linked to important social
outcomes such as children’s EA. The finding that the asso-
ciation of the EA PRS with measured EA was not moder-
ated by family SES (see Figure 4) confirms, via molecular
instruments, this finding of non-association from the twin
literature in Australia (see also Grasby et al., 2017).

We found an effect of parents’ non-transmitted alleles
approximately 38% of the effect size of children’s own EA
PRS. This supports the idea of a parental competence phe-
notype supporting child cognitive and social development.
The finding that the effect of non-transmitted alleles could
be reduced to zero by controlling for parental SES suggests
that the proximal outcome is the SES-niche created by par-
ents.We did not find support for the idea (Flynn, 2016) that
differences between parent and child genetic potentials im-
pact children’s attainment, that is, evidence was not found
for high-ability parents raising low-ability children’s out-
comes or vice versa. This lack of interaction is in keeping
with a lack of G × SES effects in general in this population
(Bates et al., 2016) and in Australia more broadly (see also
Grasby et al., 2017). Home environments appeared to exert
additive effects, independent of offspring potential.

Questions Raised by the Results

The finding from this ‘virtual parent’ design indicating that
non-transmitted alleles in the EA PRS nevertheless cause
higher EA in offspring prompts several additional ques-
tions. One concerns how close to optimal our PRS is for
detecting the parenting phenotype. The rationale prompt-
ing this paper was based on reverse engineering the social
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hypothesis of parenting: If children did not differ in their
genetic potential for education, then any signal in studies
such as those included in generating the EA PRS (Okbay
et al., 2016) would be carried on the back of social strati-
fication. In the worst case, we risk detecting genes merely
confounded with cultures in which parents are socialized
to deliver high-competence parenting, an effect known as
genetic stratification (Pritchard & Rosenberg, 1999). This
worst case can be adequately ruled out, not only because
methodswere in place to control such artifacts in these sam-
ples (Price et al., 2006; Price et al., 2010), but because family
designs are robust against stratification by virtue of provid-
ing a unit of analysis with common ancestry. That we de-
tected associations for children’s EA PRS and their own at-
tainment in this family design argues against artifact as a
cause of association.

Swagerman et al. (2017) examined reading fluency in an
extended twin design, finding a non-significant and near-
zero (β = 0.006) cultural transmission effect. In the United
States, Wadsworth et al. (2002) reported a null correlation
between adoptees’ reading skill and that of their adoptive
parents. Both these papers suggest zero or near-zero cul-
tural transmission for reading. These results are compatible
with our zero estimate of cultural transmission for EA in
this Australian sample.

Replicating Selzam et al. (2017), we found a higher as-
sociated of EA PRS with the SES of children’s parents than
with children’s attainment. This may reflect factors such as
the increasing heritability with age associated with attain-
ment outcomes or may indicate that the EA PRS targets la-
tent SES more closely than it does the EA target it was orig-
inally designed to assess.

The mechanism of this effect of non-transmitted alle-
les on offspring attainment requires clarification. We ob-
served that effect was consistent with complete mediation
via parental SES. The precise components of social compe-
tence accounting for this effect; however, remain unclear.
Behavioral differences between low- and high-SES parents
may form one mechanism — for instance, increased re-
sponsiveness toward offspring needs (Bradley & Corwyn,
2002). Alternatively, social competence is manifested in
physical factors such as high-quality shelter and reliable
health and food provision, which have been argued to ac-
count for the positive outcomes associated with higher SES
(Duncan et al., 2011). These extended aspects of the pheno-
type (Dawkins, 1983) may form the mechanism. It is pos-
sible that the selection pressure for the cognitive and per-
sonality traits underpinning SES attainment may in part or
whole have arisen due to selection for these benefits, includ-
ing child rearing of the created niche. Additional evidence
demonstrating that SES behavior was selected for its effects
on parent or infant survival (rather than arising inciden-
tally) is required.

It is important to note thatwhilemuch of EA reflects cog-
nitive ability (Roth et al., 2015), these parental differences

need not involve IQ. The question of the genetic correla-
tion between genes for intelligence and genes for parenting
that encourages intelligence in one’s children is unknown
but is unlikely to be unity. Parental attentiveness, warmth,
and so on may form important targets for genetic research,
contributing to raising smart kids in a manner not strongly
related to how smart the parents are. This also raises the
question of whether a much better PRS could be devel-
oped, based on specific measures of parenting. Most of the
EA PRS must consist of alleles operating in the offspring
to support cognitive and other educationally relevant skills
and abilities. If the parenting-competence genome is more
aligned with factors such as investment or attentiveness, a
large-scale GWAS for parenting behaviors could cast valu-
able light on the parenting phenotype for nurture in general.

Summary
Our results provide support for a heritable parenting-
phenotype that causes higher offspring EA, independent
of offspring genetic propensity. They call for further inves-
tigation of this parenting phenotype, including the extent
to which it may be environmentally malleable. They open
doors to research into nurturing and caregiving behavior
beyond the parental bond: for instance, differences in ef-
fective teaching (Taylor et al., 2010). It is possible our tech-
nique may be extended also to parental influences on addi-
tional traits, such as psychopathology, stimulating research
into the role of genetically influenced parental behavior on
non-intellectual traits in offspring.
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